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Who am I ?
Professor of Entrepreneurship, at Hunter Centre for Entrepreneurship for 6 years, 

Visiting Professor at Lancaster University Business School

I’ve also served as Director of Research for the Centre, and co-founded / led the 

University’s Strategic Theme on Entrepreneurship and Innovation for a couple of years

Before that, I spent 20 years in Greece at ALBA Graduate School of Business, and the 

American College of Greece, founding Greece’s first university Centre for 

Entrepreneurship (AHEAD)

I’ve worked at Middlesex University, Aberdeen University, RGU Aberdeen and Glasgow 

Caledonian University. And “visited” at the University of Limerick, and Aarhus University

And before that…real jobs. In marketing, training, and business development

I’ve been a soldier, a nanny, a driver, a deck hand, & a cook

Sometimes zoom and I have some minor issues – I apologise in advance. 



Amongst the things I miss most 
about Middlesex…

Being a Professor of Small 
Business and Enterprise.

The Dean’s provision of vintage 
sweeties at any opportunity.

And lunch in the Greyhound – I 
know exactly what I’m missing 
by visiting only virtually this 
time. 





We add our voice to a 
growing critical chorus

Arguing that (academic) 
entrepreneurship has 
taken a wrong turn

That we’re focused on a very narrow range of 
elite entrepreneurs

Their purposes, places, principles and 
processes 



Our manifesto runs thus…
• The hegemonic focus on the high tech, high growth, high finance 

celebreneurs is wrong. 

• It just is.

• It’s wrong
• intellectually, 

• morally, 

• ecologically, 

• ontologically, 

• cosmologically, 

• teleologically, 

• pedagogically, 

• epistemologically 





It matters a great deal that entrepreneurship 
carries so much cultural legitimacy

And perhaps family business more so 
than most forms of entrepreneurship, 
symbolically



There is a toxic link between the most hegemonic forms of power globally, and the elite, mythologised 
“entrepreneurship” which provides them socio-cultural legitimation. 

“Entrepreneurship” has become a centralising force, a policy silver bullet, the hobby and resource 
acquisition / allocation strategy of the few, at the expense of the many, the 99% of small scale 
entrepreneurs.



It’s bad 
for 

peopleIt’s bad 
for 

places, 
and the 
planet



And the 
pandemic 
is making 
it worse



We call for repositioning entrepreneurship

towards the everyday peoples and places of 
the edges, 

towards purposes beyond growth,

and with principles that honour the 
biosphere, and each other; 

frugality, stewardship, equity, collectivity

But because we are such tragic nerd geek bluestocking 
swots, our approach was quite philosophical in nature. 



And because we’re pretentious blue 
stockings…there’s some poetry in there too
It’s a way to highlight our very passionate commitment to interrogate 

“the sins that in me the world shall commit, 

my words, when they speak me, 

my thoughts when they think me” 

(Louis MacNeice, Prayer before Birth)



What then shall we do?

Let’s start by asking what 
entrepreneurship is FOR?



What is entrepreneurship FOR?
• David Audretsch recently argued, in a Hunter Centre seminar, that 

entrepreneurship is long linked with compelling socio-economic 
problems.

• In the 80s, it was the depredations of mass unemployment, as 
manufacturing died, that we were trying to tackle with entrepreneurship

• “Over the years, entrepreneurship has been linked to a myriad of the most 
pressing and compelling topics and themes of its day, ranging from job 
generation (Birch, 1981; Storey, 1984), to innovation (Lerner, 2012), economic 
growth and productivity (Foster et al., 2008), social goals (Saebi et al., 2019), and 
the inclusion of socially and economically excluded people and communities 
(Hughes et al., 2012)”

• What is entrepreneurship for now? 

• Which compelling socio-economic problems are we spending our time, 
knowledge, principles and careers on? 

• (Next question: are these really the most compelling issues facing our 
communities and contexts?)

• Audretsch, D.B. and Moog, P., 2020. Democracy and 
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, p.1042258720943307.



“What is a re-positioned 
entrepreneurship for?”
I have absolutely no intention of doing all the work 
this morning, so I’d like you all to go to Menti.com, 
use code XX XX XX

And give me three words or short phrases which 
express what you think a re-positioned  
entrepreneurship might be for. 

(Let’s co-create our repositioned teleology)



This is what our Middlesex 
workshop co-created



So which people should we 
be studying? 
Teaching to, for and about? 
Writing policy for? 
Creating role models out of? 
Learning from?



The critical chorus 
extends beyond 
academia, too







Visioning Exercise
Who ARE these overlooked entrepreneurs?

Diverse, heterogenous, numerous

Your task (in small groups):

Draw us an annotated image of who an everyday 
entrepreneur of the edges is (should be , could be)

You can draw together on the zoom  whiteboard, or by hand 
or online in any other mode which works for you



From people to places…
WHERE are these peoples?

Which edges of our worlds can we move to, to be with them?

Which new knowledges can we co-create 
with these peoples, in their places?



Peoples of the Marginal Places
• The peoples of the margins not only have a greater need for 

entrepreneuring, given their resource paucity, but also perhaps a more 
intrinsic connection with the process. 

• Consider the entrepreneuredness (potential for change) of the other, as of 
the margins; the migrant, the firm that is also family, the ethnic, the micro, 
the high tech geek, the Puritan, the woman, the adult with ADHD, even 
Kets de Vries’ “personality at the crossroads”. 

• In each example we see liminality, edging dominant fields and probably 
characterised by tensions and instability. 

• These are people on the edges, socially, economically, racially, ethnically, 
psychologically, cognitively. 

• Moreover, these zones are where the in-between is most accessible; this 
entrepreneurial space is ripe for change. 



Where is entrepreneurship?
• It’s the liminal places, the edges, the in-betweens

• In the magical, interstitial spaces where fields, boundaries overlap

• It’s on the coasts where we first ventured, sustained and exploited

• It’s along the riverbanks

• It’s between the woods and the water

• The places and spaces where two ecosystems overlap, ebb and flow, merge 
and tussle is called an ecotone, and ecotones offer all species an ever 
changing abundance of resources found nowhere else…

• as has long been known to ecologists, biologists, geologists, coastal historians, 
coastal sociologists (sigh)



• Entrepreneurship is enacted in contexts as diverse as humanity and 
practised within social sites of human interaction (Steyaert and Katz, 
2004). 

• It happens in the everyday micro-practices of people’s lives as they 
connect (Dodd et al, 2016). 

• It materialises as exchanges within fields and institutions, 
communities, ventures, sectors, clusters, networks, localities, regions, 
or states (Welter et al, 2019). 

• All of these places, and spaces, and times, experience entrepreneurial 
new forms. All, too, have something interesting to teach us about 
entrepreneurship. 

A bit more formally…



How does this link to your 
co-created teleology?

What did we decide 
entrepreneurship is FOR?





The Di Chiacca family are 
rebuilding an entire 
village community, 
around sustainable 

farming and tourism



THAT’s our place
NOT at the centre, not at the heart of fields & institutions & universities.

On the edges. Sustaining the edges, and their biospheres.

NOT growing the centres.

We have become the very problem we were meant to solve. 



What then shall we do?

• You can find some of our ideas in the paper…
• An ethos of frugality, and an epistemology of phronesis

• Stewardship and sustainability, not growth

• Teaching with through and for the everyday peoples and places

• Just saying no. 

• Looking to the biosphere; eg: the coasts, waters, seas and rivers

• De-centralising entrepreneurship within universities

• What about you? What do YOU profess?



A small advert…
(Once a marketer, always a marketer)



You might also like to respond to this call for papers, for our friend Ged 
McElwee, outgoing editor of IJEI. …



We get by with a little help from 
our friends – the Critical Chorus
Some selected highlights – none of our other papers are listed here, but we’re not 
hard to find.
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In conclusion…



We call for repositioning entrepreneurship

towards the everyday peoples and places of 
the edges, 

towards purposes beyond growth,

and with principles that honour the 
biosphere, and each other; 

frugality, stewardship, equity, collectivity



• It is time to embrace the new affordances of cyberspaces’ in-
betweens, and become an entrepreneurship of the many, the 
everyday, the edges

• To use every drop of bandwidth at our disposal to build new networks, co-
create new knowledges, and teach new wisdoms

• This paper is an invitation, a call to arms, a manifesto.

• WE decide what to teach, and what to study, and who to teach, and 
why, and how, and what for. 

• We legitimate. Or not. 



Let them not make me a stone
And let them not spill me

Otherwise….Kill me. 


